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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

3

High-end sports collectibles took
to the realm of eight-figure fine
art, with an SGC 9.5 1952 Topps
Mickey Mantle card selling for
$12,600,000 and Michael Jordan's
jersey from Game 1 of the 1998
NBA Finals selling for
$10,091,000. 

RECORDS
SHATTERED

While segments of the card
market saw declining values, the
number of six-figure sales
actually grew 10% year-over-year.
That figure was down 30% from
Q2, though that's less than 3Q21's
34% drop.  Activity is robust, but
not robust enough to sustain the
full breadth of the market.

VOLUME GROWTH
MIXED

The most speculative areas of the
market over the last two years
continue to face the greatest
headwinds. Modern & Ultra
Modern cards and non-core or
"emerging" sports have seen
significant selling activity.  

SPECULATION HEADS
FOR THE EXITS 

Q2 set a very high bar in game-
worn that Q3 was unable to meet.
Six-figure sales were down 60%
quarter-over-quarter, and the top
25 sales were down 42%. Year-
over-year, though, the latter figure
improved 93%.

GAME-WORN
COOLS FROM Q2

Vintage and Pre-War cards
continued to outperform Modern
and Ultra Modern counterparts.
According to CardLadder, Vintage
cards gained 1.77% in Q3 as
compared to a 12.56% loss for
Modern. 

VINTAGE LEADS 
THE WAY

Fractional issuance of sports
collectibles dropped 97% year-
over-year, and both Sports Cards
and Sports Memorabilia fell
approximately 7% in the third
quarter.

FRACTIONAL MARKETS
GRIND LOWER



ECONOMIC
BACKGROUND

Since our last report after the second quarter, the economic
circumstances facing the sports collectibles market have
changed little. If anything, threats to speculative markets
have only grown more severe. The swiftly extinguished bear
market rally in traditional financial markets this summer nods
to the acceptance that choppy conditions will persist longer
than hoped.

Inflation continues to roar and the labor market remains
incredibly tight, both factors that encourage the Fed to
maintain tighter monetary policy and also firmer
communication around a lack of reversal. While we doubt
that Jerome Powell is particularly concerned with the sports
collectibles market, the Fed has taken clear measures to
subdue rising asset prices in its ongoing bid to cool inflation.
These efforts - and perhaps more importantly the negative
sentiment they inspire - have indeed spilled into the sports
collectibles world. 

With unease about the economy growing, speculation has
swiftly fallen out of vogue. The stimulus checks, low interest
rate environment, and irrational confidence about the state of
financial markets over the last few years are no more. With
tightened purse strings and waning confidence comes an
exodus of the most speculative dollars in the sports
collectibles market, which also likely correspond with the
newest dollars to the space. 
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ECONOMIC
BACKGROUND

We continue to see more collector-centric portions of the
market outperform more speculative areas. As we’ll discuss
in detail, vintage continues to outperform modern. High-end,
museum quality pieces continue to reach new heights. Pure
collectors are, by and large, less likely to be concerned with
economic circumstances in managing and building their
collections. Yes, challenging times may reduce buying
appetite, but the exits don’t become as crowded as they do in
more speculative areas. Where we’ve seen spectacularly
failed flips over the past few months, the subject has almost
always been a modern or ultra-modern card. 

In the past, low correlations of assets like sports cards to
equity markets have been the result of two primary factors: a
strong, pure collecting base and a relative inability to freely
and quickly liquidate in times of stress. The latter factor has
all but been eliminated as innovation and competition reduce
friction in selling, with cash advances and leverage even
employed to further mitigate pain points. With that friction
out of the way, we’re left to see which assets become victim
to easy exits. To date, the results overwhelmingly nod to
those assets that have been entered most frequently for the
sole prospect of financial gain. With that prospect rapidly
shrinking, there is little else tying the owner to the asset. That
makes those assets particularly vulnerable to swings in
broad financial sentiment.
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ECONOMIC
BACKGROUND

The swing in modern cards is somewhat analogous to the
roller coaster experience for growth equities over the last
three years, just on an even more speculative and far-
swinging level. Growth names appreciated the fastest in
2020 and early 2021, and also experienced the greatest and
earliest onset pain when the reset began. When economic
reality became increasingly clear, those stocks were
abandoned by the boom-time tourists, similar to the
proceedings in modern cards. Head-scratching values that
garnered many skeptics on the way up were the first to be
jettisoned on the way down. It bears noting that from the end
of 2019 through the initial peak of the card market in April of
2021, modern cards delivered roughly twice the appreciation
of vintage. 
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Modern card returns have largely tracked the activity in
growth equities directionally over the last 2-3 years, albeit at
a higher level and with greater smoothness given less
frequent and efficient trading. We've also included Bitcoin to
illustrate the similarities in speculative movement.
Interestingly, from April of 2020 onward, the performance of
modern and vintage cards is approximately on even footing
following the recent pressure on the former. 

MODERN CARD
PERFORMANCE VS.
GROWTH EQUITIES

APRIL 2020 -  PRESENT (Log2)



ECONOMIC
BACKGROUND

Markets like art have seen values weather episodes of
financial turbulence with relative strength, in large part
because the supply coming to market quickly dries up and
volume drops. This is suboptimal for businesses leveraged to
the market, but values become more insulated as supply dips
in the face of weakening demand. Typically, owners are not
overallocated to these assets and can somewhat happily
afford to hold a work through moments of economic stress,
rather than test the market at the worst moment. The
behavior in vintage has not been dissimilar, but demand has
also not weakened materially. 

When values rise as quickly as they did in modern sports card
markets in 2020 and 2021, it can lead to outsized speculative
activity, and on the way down, the worst of investor
psychology emerges. Whether the bulk of that short-term
speculative activity has at this point escaped the market is
unclear, though many modern cards are rapidly approaching
mid-2020 levels. There is a strong possibility that the
correlation of modern cards to risk assets is becoming more
a structural reality and less a transitory episode, though that
remains an unknown likely only understood when the
monetary policy reset stops and the dust settles.

Until there are further signs that the Fed can safely reduce its
heavy-handedness, there may be little impetus for longer
term buyers to re-enter the market with confidence, as
fighting both the trend and the Fed appear to be perilous
prospects. And in the fourth quarter, additional tax-loss
harvesting looms....
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AUCTION
PERFORMANCE

Q3 2021 Q2 2022 Q3 2022
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The third quarter has been a critical market crossroads in
both 2021 and 2022. A year ago, the third quarter dealt with
the aftermath of a return to earth from dizzying heights in the
second quarter. This year, the market continues to confront
economic circumstances that have significantly weakened
speculative appetites. Still, activity was more dynamic this
year than it was last. Tracked auction houses combined for
248 six-figure sales, up 10% over last year, with Goldin and
PWCC delivering significant year-over-year increases. 

SIX-FIGURE SALES
BY QUARTER
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The more troubling comparison is quarter-over-quarter, with
six-figure sales down 30%. Though not necessarily
reassuring, last year’s Q3 Q/Q drop was larger at 34%. Larger
events at many houses do tend to cluster into Q2 rather than
Q3, but that is not at all sufficient to dismiss the role of
weakened appetite in the waning activity. 



AUCTION
PERFORMANCE

2021 2022

Q3 Annual (Through 9/30)
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Anecdotally, due to the enormous Mantle and Jordan sales, it
may feel like ultra high-end activity is up. One thing’s for sure:
eight-figure activity is up infinitely; of course, those are the
first two eight-figure sports collectible sales ever recorded.
But at the seven-figure+ level, activity was actually down
slightly year-over-year in the third quarter. 

Overall though, the anecdotal evidence does hold up: through
the end of 3Q, there have been 36 seven-figure or greater
sports collectible sales, as compared to 32 at the same time
last year, up 13%. In fact, it will take just five additional sales
of that magnitude to reach last year’s totals. However, the
recent moves of certain Brady Championship Ticket and
LeBron Exquisite RPAs below the $1 million mark may make
this a greater challenge than it would have been previously.
Nonetheless, the 2021 tally should be surpassed with ease in
Q4. 

SEVEN-FIGURE SALES
BY QUARTER
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AUCTION
PERFORMANCE

In terms of values attained, results by auction house were
once again quite varied. Those houses that held events in
both the third quarter of this year and the third quarter of last
year saw Y/Y changes in the top 50 sales ranging from -77%
to +111%. At the aggregate level, meaning the top 50 sales of
each of those houses summed, the total is flat. The standout
Newman Auction in 3Q21 at Memory Lane presents a
challenging comp for this year, when there was
understandably no event of the same caliber.

Top 50 Sales 51-100 Highest Sales
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But what if you were to exclude a certain $12.6 million card?
The flat year-over-year performance shrinks to a 15% loss.
After all though, the $12.6 million Mantle sale did in fact
happen, and if the succeeding Jordan jersey sale is any
indication, it may be a sign of future strength rather than an
outlier of the highest extreme.

The next tier down of sales, the 51-100th largest at each
house, was up 18% Y/Y in aggregate. This figure removes
large, potential outlier sales from the equation altogether. 10

Note: Hunt figures include only Live Auction sales for which data is publicly available, not Internet/Phone Auctions.



AUCTION
PERFORMANCE

Reconciling the reasonably robust activity with the falling
values that have plagued much of the space is a challenge,
but those conflicting trends speak to the significant breadth
of high-end offerings available in the sports collectibles
market and the inability of demand to sustain all of them at
any given time. 

Quarter-over-quarter, the top 50 sales were up 0.5% in
aggregate and the 51st to 100th highest sales were down
15%. The former figure is more reflective of the strength of
the Mantle sale, while the latter more fittingly reflects the
continued drawdown and softening demand off of the
highest end.
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Top 50 Sales 51-100 Highest Sales
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AUCTION
PERFORMANCE

At face value, activity in game-worn and game-used
memorabilia remains dynamic. The aggregate value of the
top 25 sales in the third quarter was up 93% year-over-year.
As you might imagine, the $10.1 million sale of the Michael
Jordan jersey from Game 1 of the 1998 NBA Finals provides
a significant tailwind to those numbers. Without it, Q3 2022
would have been down 27%. 
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Alas, this is why excluding perceived outliers can be a
dangerous game, because unique events are a reality of the
space. Q3 2021 comps are very difficult, and for good
reason: in the third quarter of last year, Christie’s held a two-
part auction of memorabilia from the personal collection of
Roger Federer, generating over £3.4 million in sales and
notching 9 six-figure results. The event featured his match-
worn outfits from several of his most significant major
triumphs, so those seeking crown jewel items from the
recently-retired great’s career may be stuck waiting for those
items to resurface.

Q3 2021 Q2 2022 Q3 2022
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AUCTION
PERFORMANCE
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Similarly, the value of the top 25 sales was down 42%
quarter-over-quarter. One note: for the purposes of this
analysis, the Ali Championship Belt sold at Heritage for $6.2
million was not considered to be a game-worn/used item.
There is a degree of subjectivity there, so in the interest of
transparency, were it included, the top 25 sales would have
been up 165% Y/Y and down just 20% Q/Q. 

The floor price for the top 25 this year was $87,000, as
compared to $105,750 a year ago. 

Q3 2021 Q2 2022 Q3 2022
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SIX-FIGURE GAME-
WORN & GAME-

USED SALES 
BY QUARTER

Six-figure game worn sales were down 32% year-over-year.
For what it’s worth, absent last year’s Federer sale, sales
would have been up very slightly year-over-year. Quarter-
over-quarter, though, there are no extraneous events to
reference in assuaging a 60% decline in six-figure sales. 



AUCTION
COMPOSITION

Shifts in auction composition by category were relatively minor in
Q3. After a standout quarter for game-worn and used items at
Goldin in Q2, the focus shifted back to cards in Q3, though they
made up a much smaller percentage of the top 100 sales than
they did in Q3 2021.

The opposite was true at Heritage, as cards made up a greater
proportion of the top 100 sales than they did a year ago - the
Mantle sale plays a major role here. Even with that sale, though,
cards were less represented than they were a quarter prior, as
there was a significant offering of valuable awards, trophies, and
rings this quarter, including the Ali belt.
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GOLDIN TOP 100 SALES
BY CATEGORY ($)
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AUCTION
COMPOSITION
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HERITAGE TOP 100 SALES
BY CATEGORY ($)

Movement by sport was a bit more intriguing. At Goldin, baseball
was the significant year-over-year and quarter-over-quarter loser,
while football was the primary beneficiary of that ceded ground.
High-value Justin Herbert and Trevor Lawrence sales are key
drivers behind that shift, as is the appearance of major, highly-
valuable baseball items to start Q4. 

GOLDIN TOP 100 SALES 
BY SPORT ($)

Basketball Baseball Football Soccer Other

Q2 2022 Q3 2022Q3 2021

Q2 2022 Q3 2022Q3 2021
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AUCTION
COMPOSITION

PWCC TOP 100 SALES 
BY SPORT ($)

Q3 2021 Q2 2022
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Q3 2022

HERITAGE TOP 100 SALES
BY SPORT ($)

BaseballBasketball HockeyFootball Other

Q3 2021 Q2 2022 Q3 2022

BaseballBasketball HockeyFootball Other

Football went in the opposite direction at Heritage, and Boxing
(part of "Other") comprised a much larger proportion of the top 100
due to the significant Ali collection sale. PWCC also saw
proportionally less football sales year-over-year, likely due in large
part to softness in the Brady Championship Ticket market. 



MARKET
PERFORMANCE
Though not as severe as the drawdowns experienced in Q2, broad market weakness persisted
in Q3. Prices shuffled steadily lower with each passing week, which was a departure from
sharper corrections in Q2 of both 2022 and 2021. Unlike in 2021, which saw the third quarter
ultimately offer recovery from a swift market reset, this year’s third quarter represented a “slow
the bleeding” moment. It seems buyers remain in little rush to re-enter the market en masse,
though they also haven't disappeared altogether. On the flip side, some sellers are happy to
realize rapidly dwindling gains, while others remain reticent to capitulate and crystallize quickly-
manifested losses. A delicate balance exists on both sides, with the market seemingly walking a
tightrope between recovery and more pain. 

A quick note on market indices before we move forward: we would caution that indices tracking
the space are still new, developing, and are generally not static, with restatements arising from
the frequent addition of new cards and sales to databases. Nonetheless, there is still utility in
tracking trends and directionality. 

In Q3, the high-end of the market held up better than the low-end, though there was no hiding
based on dollar value alone. Still, the gap in performance between the two is larger than it was
in the second quarter, and the low-end of the market continues to be pummeled on a year-to-
date basis. 
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INDEX Q3 PERFORMANCE YTD PERFORMANCE

FRACTIONAL SPORTS CARDS
-7.5% -26.9%

CL50
+15.80% -0.94%

HIGH-END
-8.54% -12.24%

LOW-END
-12.73% -25.34%



MARKET
PERFORMANCE
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The dichotomy in performance remains most pronounced among eras. Once again, it was
Pre-War and Vintage holding ground and advancing, while Modern and Ultra Modern
struggled. Growth in the older eras has been fairly steady in 2022 - this isn’t the case of a
massive boom following the $12.6 million Mantle sale (though we will get into the effects of
that a bit later). 

The drawdown in the highly-speculative Ultra Modern space will surprise few, but the
consistent slide in the Modern space - home to the key cards of Jordan, LeBron, Brady, and
Kobe - may pose greater reason for concern. Many of these cards were the ones most
dramatically lifted during the boom, and many of them are steadily bearing down on early
2020 levels, with little resistance to speak of. These are the cards that one might still expect
to be coveted by the new, longer-term audiences created during the boom, but so far, they
haven’t shown up to reverse the skid. Notably, they’re also the cards that tend to appear most
frequently at auction, and until that’s no longer the case, the impetus for a reversal in trend
may not intensify.

INDEX Q3 PERFORMANCE YTD PERFORMANCE

PRE-WAR
(Pre 1945)

+3.75% +11.08%

VINTAGE
(1946-1983)

+1.77% +7.95%

MODERN
(1984-2008)

-12.56% -25.56%

ULTRA-MODERN
(2009 - Present)

-13.90% -15.65%



Performance by sport highlights the struggles of football in Q3. The beginning of the quarter
is generally quieter before volume picks up towards quarter end with the start of the NFL
season. With that pick-up came a seemingly endless supply of young quarterback patch and
Prizm parallel cards, which - outside of the very top tier - haven’t performed particularly well. 

Baseball’s relative strength corresponds with the outperformance of vintage eras, while
basketball is more beholden to the modern slide. The quarter was not very friendly to non-
core sports, with collectors seemingly hitting pause on an investment thesis that would see
valuations in these sports tighten to more core offerings.

Q3 Performance   

BASEBALL -0.03% -8.62%

BASKETBALL -9.40% -7.64%

FOOTBALL -19.05% -13.69%

SOCCER -5.36% -11.52%

HOCKEY +4.76% -8.33%

GOLF -21.24% N/A

RACING -21.10% N/A

MARKET
PERFORMANCE

19

*

*Last 90 days as of 9/30/22



MARKET
PERFORMANCE

We’ll provide more in-depth analysis of the fractional space later, but overall, fractional sports
cards largely performed in-line with the market, particularly given a heavy tilt to modern.
Meanwhile, sports memorabilia maintains outperformance to date in 2022 relative to cards,
though it delivered similar performance to cards in Q3. This is reflective of broadly negative
fractional sentiment, as well as a somewhat quieter quarter in the memorabilia landscape
relative to Q2. 
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INDEX Q2 PERFORMANCE YTD PERFORMANCE

 
FRACTIONAL SPORTS CARDS -7.5% -26.9%

FRACTIONAL SPORTS
MEMORABILIA

 

-7.0% -21.3%



RECORD
SETTERS

SPORTS CARD
All-Time

MODERN HOCKEY CARD
All-Time

HONUS WAGNER CARD
All-Time

GOLF BAG
All-Time

BASEBALL BAT
All-Time

$12,600,000 $1,680,000

$228,000 $7,250,000$391,800

SPORTS MEMORABILIA
All-Time

$10,091,000

Photo credit (clockwise from top left): Heritage, Sotheby's, Heritage, Goldin, Heritage, Goldin

1952 Topps Mickey Mantle Michael Jordan Finals Jersey 1918-22 Babe Ruth Signed Bat

Tiger Woods Signed Golf Bag 2015 UD Connor McDavid RPA T-206 Honus Wagner
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RECORD
SETTERS

JUSTIN HERBERT CARD
All-Time

TREVOR LAWRENCE CARD
All-Time

FERENC PUSKAS CARD
All-Time

UNSIGNED PHOTO
All-Time

$1,800,000

$336,000 $312,000$516,000

HANK AARON CARD
All-Time

$720,000

22Photo credit (clockwise from top left): Goldin, PWCC, Goldin, Heritage,  Goldin, Goldin

Panini NFL Shield 1954 Topps Rookie Card

Ty Cobb Type 1 Original Photo Platinum NFL Shield Nannina Figurine Tecnicolor

MAX VERSTAPPEN CARD
All-Time

$534,000
Topps Chrome F1 Superfractor



RECORD
SETTERS

DANIEL JONES CARD
All-Time

DIRK NOWITZKI CARD
All-Time

JULIO RODRIGUEZ CARD
All-Time

SHAQUILLE O'NEAL CARD
All-Time

$276,000 $39,600

$56,400$79,200

LAMAR JACKSON JERSEY
All-Time

$49,200

23Photo credit (clockwise from top left): Goldin, Goldin, Goldin, Goldin, Goldin, Heritage

Fleer Ultra Masterpiece 1/1

First Career Road Jersey Bowman Red Refractor /5 1997-98 Metal Universe PMG

Patinum NFL Shield Auto

ERIC DICKERSON JERSEY
All-Time

$42,000
Game Worn LA Rams Jersey



MARKET
BELLWETHERS

Last Sale of 2Q22 Last Sale of 3Q22

$204,000
6/25/22

$174,000
9/24/22

$54,000
6/16/22

$51,600
9/24/22

$266,400
4/9/22

$222,000
7/16/22

24Photo credit (top to bottom): PWCC, Goldin, Goldin



MARKET
BELLWETHERS

Last Sale of 2Q22 Last Sale of 3Q22

$144,000
4/16/22

$158,400
8/6/22

$20,400
6/16/22

$20,400
8/18/22

$20,400
6/25/22

$11,700
9/25/22

25Photo credit (top to bottom): Goldin, PWCC, PWCC
Note: highest possible grade is chosen that had sales in both the prior and current quarter.



MARKET
BELLWETHERS

Last Sale of 2Q22 Last Sale of 3Q22

$85,200
6/25/22

$63,000
9/22/22

$114,000
4/9/22

$82,800
8/6/22

$23,387
6/4/22

$23,386
9/22/22

26
Photo credit (top to bottom): Goldin, Goldin, PWCC
Note: highest possible grade is chosen that had sales in both the prior and current quarter.



MARKET
BELLWETHERS

Last Sale of 2Q22 Last Sale of 3Q22

$156,000
6/16/22

$132,000
9/30/22

$5,600
6/9/22

$6,000
9/14/22

$12,002
6/21/22

$10,900
9/22/22

27Photo credit (top to bottom): Memory Lane, Heritage, PWCC
Note: highest possible grade is chosen that had sales in both the prior and current quarter.



MARKET
BELLWETHERS

Last Sale of 2Q22 Last Sale of 3Q22

$27,000
6/19/22

$27,000
7/21/22

$43,200
6/4/22

$39,600
8/6/22

$144,000
6/16/22

$126,000
9/30/22

28Photo credit (top to bottom): PWCC, Goldin, Heritage
Note: highest possible grade is chosen that had sales in both the prior and current quarter.



MARKET
BELLWETHERS

Last Sale of 2Q22 Last Sale of 3Q22

$11,401
6/25/22

$6,300
8/28/22

$55,200
5/19/22

$38,400
9/22/22

$69,000
5/19/22

$96,000
9/22/22

29Photo credit (top to bottom): Heritage, PWCC, PWCC
Note: highest possible grade is chosen that had sales in both the prior and current quarter.



FOOTBALL

Ultra-modern cards provided limited highlights in Q3, but
there were still notable sales delivered by promising NFL
quarterbacks. 

In September, Goldin set a new record for any Justin Herbert
card when they sold a Panini National Treasures NFL Shield
for $1.8 million. The card was one of three seven-figure
sports cards sold by Goldin and the only million-dollar
football card sold during the quarter. Heading into his second
year, Trevor Lawrence is looking to build on a difficult rookie
campaign, and in August, Goldin sold a National Treasures
Lawrence Rookie Card for $336,000 which established a
record for the former first-overall draft pick.

30

RECORD CARD SALE
BY QUARTERBACK
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FOOTBALL

While impressive results were realized by unestablished
quarterbacks, names like Brady and Mahomes continued to
slide, as their indices tracked by CardLadder dropped -25%
and -27% in the third quarter. The downturn in prices for the
GOAT is evidenced by Brady’s most recognizable rookie card:
the Playoff Contenders Championship Ticket. In February,
two separate sales for BGS 8.5 graded examples surpassed
$2 million. The decline was on full display in August, as
PWCC sold a BGS 8.5 for $1.2 million. Then, for the first time
since 2019, there was a sale of a BGS 8.5 that closed under
seven figures. On September 30th, Heritage sold a near-mint
Brady Championship Ticket for $885,000, breaking a stretch
of nine consecutive sales that reached at least $1 million. 
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BGS 8.5

The high end of the Patrick Mahomes market also
experienced a significant drop in Q3 as RPAs featuring the
Kansas City Chiefs signal-caller continued to fall. In January,
PWCC sold a BGS 9 graded National Treasures Black
Mahomes rookie for $630,000, which was already down from
the card's $840,000 peak, realized in February 2021. In July,
PWCC sold a different BGS 9 for $288,000, and in September,
Goldin followed with a $216,000 result, which represents a
74% drop in valuation for one of the premier numbered patch
cards from the 2017 National Treasures production. 



FOOTBALL

The record-breaking activity experienced in the basketball
and baseball memorabilia markets was absent from the
gridiron. The Invictus Auction hosted by Sotheby’s, which
delivered the $10 million Michael Jordan jersey sale, also
featured a 2003 Peyton Manning jersey worn by the Hall of
Fame quarterback during his first MVP season. The white
Colts away jersey entered with an estimate between $70,000
and $100,000 but ultimately went unsold, as Manning
continues to go mostly underappreciated by the collecting
community. For reference, in August of 2021, the jersey
photo-matched to Manning's first NFL game sold for
$348,000. 

If there was any sliver of hope or beacon of potential light
within the football memorabilia market, it came by way of the
Tom Brady football market. In March, Lelands sold the
football from Tom Brady’s ‘final’ touchdown pass for
$518,000. As we know now, Brady reversed his retirement
decision and has already thrown multiple touchdown passes
during the 2022 season. The now-infamous ball returned to
Lelands in September, and while the price closed at a steep
discount to the May result, the total of $129,657 still signaled
a trend of increasing game-used football valuations. The ball
closed as the most expensive NFL memorabilia sold at
auction in Q3. 
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BASEBALL
In Q3, no sport experienced a more significant separation
between vintage and modern valuations than baseball. In a
quarter that saw a Mickey Mantle card become the most
expensive sports collectible ever sold at auction, a Honus
Wagner card sell privately for more than $7 million, and a
baseball bat garner the highest price ever paid, modern
baseball card prices continued to decline. 

In August, MLB announced that one of its young talents
would be suspended for 80 games, and the impact sent
tremors throughout his card market. The CardLadder Index
tracking Fernando Tatis Jr. had doubled between 2020-2021,
and the fair market value of his Superfractor reached seven-
figures. The news of his suspension, though, resulted in a
swift drop in card prices as the index fell -46% over the
quarter. Prices for raw Bowman Chrome Refractors fell -71%
while even PSA 10 graded copies slipped -71% on average.

For the cards depicted below - just one grade of four of the
player's most valuable cards - the loss in cardboard market
cap from pre-suspension to the end of the quarter amounts
to over  $1.9 million. For a higher pop example, his 2016
Bowman Prospects Chrome card, graded PSA 10, carries a
population of 1,536. That card fell from $432 pre-suspension
to $186 by quarter's end. That's a $378k loss in market cap.
The perils of modern card collecting, illustrated painfully. 
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BASEBALL
In some cases, it was not cheating but rather injury trouble
that plagued card prices. In what has become a recurring
theme, Mike Trout missed 30 games, and the Trout index
tracked by CardLadder dropped -27% in Q3. One of the
premier Trout cards on the market, the 2009 Bowman Draft
Picks & Prospects Chrome Refractor fell 49% on average
within the population of BGS 9.5 graded examples. 

It was more than just lower back pain that continued to
trouble the Trout market though. The Los Angeles Angels
boast two of baseball's most recognizable stars - Trout and
Shohei Ohtani - but the team was eliminated from
postseason contention, once again leaving collectors to
imagine what a playoff run could mean for both markets. 
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Aaron Judge captivated the baseball world this season with
his chase of the American League home run record, and the
card market for the Yankees star responded with a breakout
in appreciation. Heading into the 2022 season, the fair
market value for gem mint copies of the 2013 Aaron Judge
Bowman Chrome Draft Picks & Prospects Card hovered
around $150 and would not consistently break above $250
until July. In the waning hours of Q3, as Judge neared the
home run record, prices multiplied, reaching $500 in early
September and nearly $1,000 by the end of the month.
Overall, the average price for a PSA 10 increased by more
than 250% during the quarter, and that surge in valuation was
even higher for refractors, as gem mint auto refractors
experienced a 275% increase. 



BASEBALL

As the saying goes, a rising tide lifts all boats, and in the case
of the Mickey Mantle market, the rising tide was a record-
breaking $12.6 million sale. On August 27th, Heritage
Auctions sold a SGC 9.5 graded 1952 Topps Mantle for
$12,600,000, reshaping the sports collectibles industry with
the first eight-figure result. In the aftermath of the
monumental sale, prices for lower graded 1952 Topps Mantle
cards have since spiked, with PSA 1 graded examples
increasing in valuation by more than 165% in Q3 while the
PSA 4 fair market value climbed by 78%. On average, grades
that have sold since the July 25th Heritage consignment
announcement rose 42% to their post-announcement peaks,
or 29% to their most recent sale prices. Those figures omit
the 302% appreciation of the PSA 7.5, which hadn't sold since
2017.

The SGC 9.5 sale served as a catalyst for additional Mantle
productions including the 1953 Bowman which saw prices of
PSA 7 graded examples increase by more than 170% while a
PSA 8 sold in September for $25,063, the highest price point
ever recorded by a like-graded example. 
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BASKETBALL
The third quarter in basketball was filled largely with low-
lights, but there was a highlight of the highest order. On
September 15th, Sotheby’s sold Michael Jordan’s jersey from
Game 1 of the 1998 NBA Finals for $10,091,000 against an
estimate range of $3,000,000 - $5,000,000. Just weeks after
the Mantle card became the first eight-figure sports
collectible, Jordan’s Last Dance jersey joined the ranks,
becoming the most expensive piece of sports memorabilia
ever sold and toppling the record set by Maradona’s “Hand of
God” jersey just months prior.

The sale provided confirmation of the depth and strength of
demand for the highest-tier, museum-quality pieces that the
sports collectibles world has to offer, firmly asserting a claim
to a realm of value previously known only to fine art. The
strength of the sale - notably not for a clincher or an iconic
moment like the Flu Game - demonstrates an acceptance of
the exceeding rarity of this caliber of Jordan piece. It also
hints at an incredibly high floor (and an even higher ceiling)
for a more iconic jersey, were it ever to surface. That is one of
the biggest, looming “ifs” in the sports collectibles universe.

Jordan also notched the only six-figure sneaker sale of the
quarter, with $132,000 paid at Heritage for game-worn and
signed Converse sneakers from Jordan’s time at UNC.

JORDAN THE
RECORD SETTER
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BASKETBALL

While a Jordan jersey took to new heights, his card market
struggled. In the third quarter, his PSA 10 Fleer rookie dipped
under $200,000 for the first time since early December of
2020. Even worse the last four sales of the quarter were all
under that $200,000 level. The card sold 12 times this quarter,
far more than in 1Q and 2Q, which each had 7 sales. In fact,
it’s the most in a quarter since the second quarter of 2021’s
boom, which saw 19 sales. Surely, the persistent availability
did not help the card’s cause this quarter.
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It wasn’t all negative for Jordan cards though. On July 1st,
PSA announced that it would resume grading cards from Star
Company’s 1984-1985 set after a decades-long hiatus;
previously the cards were graded only by Beckett. Some
consider the ‘84 Star Jordan to be his “true” rookie. The pent-
up demand for a freshly PSA-graded example was
demonstrated in September at Goldin, when the lone (for now)
PSA 9 sold for $444,000. 

Notably, a lower graded PSA 7, with a population of 23,
reached a peak level under $32k in August, but slid lower
throughout the rest of the quarter to $23,100 in September.
Perhaps even more interestingly, Beckett-graded examples
mostly surged higher throughout the quarter, though we will
soon see to what extent this was done for the purpose of
“crossing-over”. 



BASKETBALL

Of the 50 six-figure basketball sales at Goldin this quarter, 34
of them were Jordan or LeBron related. A year ago, that figure
was 19 of 30. 19 of 32 six-figure basketball sales in PWCC
Premier Auctions also came from the two GOATs. Compare
that to 17 of 49 a quarter prior. This appears to be more of an
off-season “flight to greats” than a correction-driven
movement at present.
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LeBron’s market experienced some stability after an
immensely challenging Q2. The slide in his PSA 10 Topps
Chrome Refractor rookie came to somewhat of a halt, with the
last sale of Q3 at $51,600 clocking in just $2,400 below the
last sale of Q2. Other high-end rookie cards like his 2003
Ultimate Collection Auto and his 2003 SP Authentic Auto were
more challenged, experiencing declines in-line with the
broader modern market. 



BASKETBALL

Despite being freshly removed from another NBA
Championship and his first NBA Finals MVP, Stephen Curry
saw his market decline significantly in 3Q. His National
Treasures Rookie Patch Autograph (/99), graded BGS 9.5,
slipped from $720,000 at the end of the second quarter to
$450,000 in August before bouncing slightly higher to
$504,000 a few weeks later. The Platinum parallel of that
card, numbered to 5, did break the million dollar mark, selling
for $1,008,000 in PSA 9 condition at Goldin. That result came
in the same August event that saw the $450,000 /99 sale,
which likely explains some of the weakness there with
attention otherwise directed. Curry’s Topps Chrome Refractor
rookie closed the quarter 26% lower, with $84,000 being the
lowest price recorded since October of 2020. 

The next generation of collectable stars - Luka, Giannis,  and
Trae among them - largely saw immense weakness this
quarter, led lower primarily and not surprisingly by Prizm
parallels. The positive headliner in the ultra-modern space
was Anthony Edwards, who saw his PSA 10 National
Treasures RPA sell for $192,000 and his Black Gold Prizm
sell for $103,200, both at Goldin. The market for the
collectible standout of the 2021-22 season, Ja Morant, was
mixed, though high-end supply was limited. Where his
National Treasures RPAs did sell, the results were almost
unanimously lower than they were in the prior quarter.
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Ironically, one catalyst said to be fueling the meteoric rise of
soccer collectibles was the upcoming World Cup. Now, with
the World Cup mere months away, the soccer market
ascendancy has largely paused and even reversed.

Versus a year ago, soccer collectibles comprise an even
smaller portion of top auction sales. For instance, in Q3 of
2021 at Goldin, soccer comprised close to 7% of the top 100
lots sold by value. In this quarter, that figure was a mere 2.1%,
which was also down quarter-over-quarter from 4%. At PWCC,
soccer’s share of the top 100 lots advanced year-over-year
from near zero to just under 3%, but that was also a step
back from second quarter level closer to 4%. 

SOCCER
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The top rookie cards of active GOATs Lionel Messi and
Cristiano Ronaldo have hemorrhaged value as badly as
almost any other key modern cards. At the end of the third
quarter last year, a BGS 9.5 Messi Mega Cracks rookie sold
for $55,100 (before climbing even higher through 1Q22). The
most recent sale of that card is $27,000, the lowest level
since July 2020.



SOCCER

Cristiano Ronaldo’s Mega Craques rookie graded PSA 10
closed 3Q21 at $156,000 before climbing to a peak of
$312,000 in Q4. The most recent sale, on the last day of this
year’s 3Q, was for $126,000. That’s the lowest level since
November 2020 for the top rookie card - with a population of
just 38 - of one of the sport’s greatest ever players, just
months before a World Cup. The story is much the same
across their cards and across grades. 
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SOCCER

If there’s good news in the active space, it’s this: even an
unrelenting bear market can’t keep Erling Haaland off the
scoresheet. The young Norwegian striker is off to a historic
start at Manchester City, and "historic" doesn’t even do his
performances justice. He’s performing at a level that it
honestly would not be hyperbolic to say is among the very
highest in the history of professional sports. 

So what does that kind of performance deliver in card values?
They skyrocket, right? 

Not quite, but it has earned his cards a bounce off of lows
that got lower throughout the spring and summer. 

While some of his most sought after Topps Chrome
Bundesliga parallels had continued to slide in August, there is
evidence of a turnaround in more populous, liquid cards. For
example, his PSA 10 Topps Chrome Bundesliga Refractor last
sold at $5,800 in mid-September - that’s nearly triple the
August low just above $2,000. For reference though, the card
peaked at $13,000 in March. His 2019 Topps Finest UCL
Refractor also recently sold for just above $4,000 in
September, about 33% higher than May lows. We haven’t
seen a high-value, numbered parallel return to the auction
block since his season has gotten off to such a torrid start,
but we would imagine it will make for page 1 auction material
when it does. 

Haaland was also responsible for the largest game-worn
soccer sale of the quarter, as an unphotomatched FC
Salzburg jersey from a Champions League match against
Liverpool sold for $39,600. 
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SOCCER

On the topic of game-worn, the launch of AC Momento
should introduce considerably more supply of authentic,
game-worn jerseys from active players to the market. More
than ever before, supply of modern game-worn will be high
across sports, with the entry-level growing and standards for
"high-end" rising. The app offers auctions concurrent with
and immediately following the matches of partner clubs,
which at launch included AC Milan, Atletico Madrid, Benfica,
and Sevilla, and soon introduced WSL club Angel City. The
high watermark for a jersey sold on the platform to date is
the €4,447 paid for the jersey worn by Charles de Ketelaere in
his first Serie A start, in which he also notched his first assist
for Milan. 

Finally, in vintage soccer, results among the cards of greats
like Pele, Maradona, and Cruyff largely took a step back, not
finding the same insulation as older cards in other sports.
While there may be long-tenured collectors in the space, they
are not the ones frequently transacting at the auction houses
and marketplaces, where the same newer entrants plaguing
modern cards can be found. Still, Ferenc Puskas found new
heights at Goldin, with a record price of $312,000 paid for his
1946 Nannina Figurine Technicolor rookie card in PSA 9
condition, the lone highest graded example of a total of seven
in the registry.
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FIVE-FIGURE
HOCKEY SALES

 

For the second quarter in a row, hockey notched a seven-
figure headline sale. One of just two PSA 10 1979 Topps
Gretzky rookie cards returned to the auction block at Heritage
in August, ultimately selling for $1,200,000. That’s a 67%
improvement on the last sale of that card for $720,000 in
December of 2020 (35% annualized appreciation). One rung
lower, this quarter also saw three sales of the PSA 9 O-Pee-
Chee rookie; that card has spent the last year range bound
between $110,000 - $160,000, though the bulk of sales have
been in the $130-140,000 range. Still, demand has been
relatively steady, and supply of that card has not rushed to
market, with just 6 sales in 2022 through the end of Q3.

Seasonally, the third quarter is a weaker one for hockey, given
its timing in a dead period for the league. This is evidenced
by declining quarter-over-quarter proportionality at auction
for the sport, though year-over-year, proportionality of top
sales is roughly flat. There were 21 five-figure hockey sales at
Goldin in the third quarter, down from 45 the quarter prior, but
there was just two such sales in 3Q21. PWCC Premier
registered 22 such sales this quarter, down from 29 the last,
but up from 7 in the third quarter of 2021. Heritage delivered
growth both quarter-over-quarter and year-over-year.
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Concentration in Gretzky offerings at auction grew this
quarter, with 24% of five-figure hockey lots at Goldin being
Gretzky lots, 32% at PWCC, and 37.5% at Heritage. Those
figures are up considerably from 7%, 16%, and 5%
respectively last quarter, perhaps evidence of an offseason
"flight to greats" similar to what we saw in basketball. Gretzky
dominated the highest-end of sales, notching five six-figure
(or larger) results. The only other player to notch any was
Connor McDavid, with two. 
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HOCKEY

McDavid's top sale was a major one, coming in July at
Heritage when his PSA 10 The Cup RPA drew $228,000.
While McDavid had some significant sales in Q2 and Q3, the
overall trend for the year and for 3Q has been flat despite the
market difficulties faced by modern players in other sports.
This may be the result of his market lagging on the way up. 

Aging active players Alexander Ovechkin and Sidney Crosby
experienced weakness largely in-line with players of similar
stature in other sports. Q3 saw their PSA 10 2005 SP
Authentic Future Watch Autograph cards graded PSA 10 drop
20% in Ovechkin’s case and 24% in Crosby’s. 

GRETZKY LOTS
AS % OF FIVE-

FIGURE HOCKEY
SALES
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The third quarter saw two of the game’s greatest ever players
walk away from tennis, as both Serena Williams and Roger
Federer called it a career. Despite the adoring global
fanbases for each, retirement did not create a pop in values. 

Federer’s 2003 NetPro Elite Glossy rookie card, numbered to
100, sold in PSA 10 condition on September 18th for $9,281.
That’s a slight improvement on May’s low of $8,330, but
remains well off of sales that had clustered in the mid-teens
earlier in the year. Similarly, lower-valued cards like the
example numbered to 2000 have not enjoyed any rapid
appreciation of note. We would also note again that the
marquee Federer memorabilia event took place in last year’s
Q3, though perhaps one of the winners will soon see if they
can capture a post-retirement premium. 

After reaching incredible heights early in 2022, the Serena
Williams market has cooled considerably, even hitting lows
directly in the midst of a stellar last dance and celebration at
the US Open. In May, Goldin sold Serena’s 2003 NetPro
Authentic Apparel Signed Rookie Patch Card (PSA 8
PSA/DNA 10) for a women’s sports card record of $266,400.
An example in the same grade sold at Heritage in late August
for just $66,000. 

Her PSA 10 Sports Illustrated for Kids card, which has a
population of just 8, sold in January at PWCC for a then
record $117,000. The most recent sale was for $32,400 in
late September, off of an early August low of $30k, but not
significantly so. 

TENNIS
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While there was well-reasoned enthusiasm over the last 1-2
years that the market for one of the greatest athletes of all
time should close ground to the valuations of her male
counterparts across sports, it appears that enthusiasm
attracted speculation which was not sustained in the face of
market stress. It should be noted that during the boom in
Serena values, there wasn’t incredible breadth of market
appreciation and dynamism among other female athletes at
the high-end, indicating that the anticipated sea-change and
influx of true female sports collectors has not yet arrived. 

Additionally, the markets for Serena’s male contemporaries in
tennis have not experienced booms to the same degree, and
their markets remain challenged as well. The appetite for
tennis collecting on the whole, then, may not have been
poised to weather market turmoil, but as in soccer and F1,
there are large global fanbases waiting to be tapped. 
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On that topic, NetPro will hope that new World #1 Carlos
Alcaraz will be just the player to tap into that fandom. NetPro
inked the rising superstar to his first licensed card deal, and
took the nontraditional route of offering a wide-range of
Alcaraz cards a la carte, with prices ranging from $42 for
base cards to $3,600 for rookie patch autos. Mere weeks
after the product sold out directly from NetPro, Alcaraz went
on to win the US Open, surviving some of the most thrilling
matches in recent memory along the way. 

The manufactured scarcity strategy paid off, as one of the
patch autograph cards was graded PSA 8 PSA/DNA 10 and
sold for $32,400 at Goldin. Again, this was just weeks after
being offered at a retail price of $3,600. The very night he
won the US Open, raw versions of that card sold for $21,000
and $20,000 on eBay. For perspective, Federer’s rookie patch
card numbered to 25 in BGS 9 condition sold for $43,200 in
May….but hey, Alcaraz only has to win 19 more majors to
catch him. 

Men’s tennis, which has been dying for a new star, finally has
it, and tennis collecting has a new star to chase, but you
won’t find him in packs. He’s already out of reach.



Results in golf were mixed in the third quarter, with a schism
between memorabilia and cards. In cards, the key 2001 SP
Authentic Autograph Tiger Woods rookie card marched
lower. The PSA 10 came into the quarter with a most recent
sale of $55,200 and ended it 30% lower at $38,400. While
lower grades held up better, similar performance can be
found throughout the higher-end Woods card market, though
activity was limited. 

The appetite for Woods memorabilia remains significant. At
Goldin, the bag used by Tiger in his 2005 Masters and British
Open victories sold for $391,800. The bag, both signed and
photo-matched, was on the course with Woods for perhaps
the most iconic moment of his career when he chipped in
from off the green on the 16th hole at Augusta. Not far
behind, a signed, back-up Red-Dot Scotty Cameron putter
sold at Golden Age for $328,577. That Golden Age event,
featuring only golf clubs, also saw one of Arnold Palmer’s
“Old Faithful” putters sell for $126,680. 

Just missing out on six-figure territory was the $96,000 paid
for Tiger’s match-worn and signed red polo from the final of
the 2008 World Golf Championship. In a career full of iconic
moments etching that brilliant Sunday red into our memories,
the 2008 WGC isn’t really one of them, rendering the $96,000
outcome impressive and suggestive of the potential for red
polos from more noteworthy events. 

GOLF
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The Formula 1 market cooled by value, with the CardLadder
Racing Index down more than 20% in Q3. However, activity
remains fairly robust, and there are still headline sales worth
noting.

The top sale of the quarter was the $534,000 paid for Max
Verstappen’s 2020 Superfractor Auto. While subjective, some
might rank this as the second or third most desirable F1 card
in existence, behind Lewis Hamilton’s Superfractor Auto and
maybe Hamilton’s Superfractor as well; the latter sold for
$900,000 in May. Whether the seller will regret relinquishing
the Verstappen card before the Dutch driver secured his
second World  Championship and before he potentially
breaks the single-season wins record is up for debate as well.

On the topic of Hamilton, his 2006 Futera Grand Prix card has
cooled from 1st and 2nd quarter heights. The PSA 9, which
carries a population of 2, has sold three times this year. The
first sale was the strongest, notching $312,000 in March. A
May sale for the other PSA 9 reached $292,266. Finally - and
oddly - the March card returned to auction at Goldin in July,
garnering just $204,000 the second time around. 

Overall, the Topps Chrome market, particularly base cards
and less important parallels, was soundly crushed in the third
quarter, seeing broad declines in the neighborhood of 30%.
The excitement of a newly popular sport and fresh collecting
product attracted speculative activity to the market at large
scale in late 2021 and early 2022, rendering it vulnerable to
drawdowns.

FORMULA 1
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Goldin notched 28 five-figure F1 sales this quarter, down
from 36 the quarter prior. The F1 card boom remains so new,
though, that in the third quarter a year ago, there was just one
such sale. The momentum began in earnest in 4Q. PWCC
saw a quarter-over-quarter bump in five-figure sales in
Premier Auctions, rising from 5 to 8.

FORMULA 1
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Appetite for the manufactured patch scarcity of Topps Dynasty
cards remains robust, almost regardless of set year. While the
total dollar volume of 2020 Dynasty sales at Goldin was much
higher than 2021 Dynasty, the average price skews much
closer between 2020 and 2021 Dynasty than it does for 2020
and 2021 Topps Chrome. The average price realized for 2020
Dynasty products at Goldin in Q3 was just 25% higher than for
2021 Dynasty (compare to 398% higher for 2020 Topps
Chrome versus 2021). Both Verstappen and Hamilton saw
2021 Dynasty cards sell for in excess of $30,000 this quarter. 



A lot has changed in a year’s time. While the third quarter of
2021 saw booming fractional activity and rapidly appreciating
values from a late June low, the third quarter of 2022 was
much the opposite. 

Fractional issuance of sports assets has effectively ground
to a complete halt. With the existing user base not eager to
bid on the existing population of assets, the addition of
further supply to that predicament makes little sense absent
additional liquidity. The total issuance figures from this
quarter include certain assets that have not yet filled, and
still, issuance is down 97% Y/Y.

It is possible we'll see a pick-up in offerings, as Public has
now officially entered the space, and the possibility of new
entrants continues to loom.
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FRACTIONAL
IN FOCUS

After fractional Sports Memorabilia handily outperformed
Sports Cards in Q2, performance was roughly equal in Q3,
perhaps more a reflection of overall sentiment than asset-
specific commentary. Memorabilia remains the outperformer
on a year-to-date basis, buoyed by headline sales and
increased interest in strong game-worn assets. 

Pre-war assets delivered the strongest performance in Q3,
followed interestingly by Ultra-Modern, a sharp contrast to
the broader market. Fractional audiences do skew a bit
younger, and the opportunity to speculate on active players
has frequently been of interest as illustrated by asset
performance. Vintage somewhat surprisingly lagged, but the
well-documented struggles in Modern are no surprise. Q3
results largely mirrored fractional 2022 trends across eras. 
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FRACTIONAL
IN FOCUS

Boxing delivered the best performance of any sport in Q3, but
that’s largely owed to the 216% gain of Muhammad Ali’s
“Rumble in the Jungle” WBC Championship belt, with the
other belt clearing $6 million at Heritage Auctions. Otherwise,
the best performer - or rather the best of the negative
performers - was baseball, in-line with broader quarterly
trends. Non-core sports struggled, with Tennis, Racing, and,
to a lesser extent, Golf seeing sharply negative average Q3
returns. For Tennis and Racing, which were two of the top
performers heading into the quarter, a correction may have
been on the cards, but the sample sizes are small.
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FRACTIONAL
IN FOCUS

As has been the case, individual sports cards remain far and
away the best performing sub-category in the card space.
Interest in baskets, boxes, and sets has rapidly diminished
amidst market turmoil, as investors turn their focus to
individual cards, where disjointed valuations are more
straightforward and the ability to execute an investment
thesis on a single athlete is higher.
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In memorabilia, Trophies & Awards won the day, led by the Ali
belt. Photographs also delivered positive results, but that's
due to the 124% gain for Lou Gehrig’s Rookie Card Image
rather than overall category buoyancy. The tide continued to
recede in Tickets, which were the worst performing category.
Game-Used items also struggled this quarter, going from flat
performance to sharply negative; a subset of that category,
bats, relinquished positive average performance with a 15%
average loss in Q3.
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FRACTIONAL
IN FOCUS

18% of Sports Card assets trading fractionally have delivered
positive returns in 2022 - that number is steady quarter-over-
quarter, indicating that the damage has not necessarily
spread. 25% of Sports Memorabilia assets are positive on the
year, which is down from 32% a quarter ago, as many assets
were not able to weather the storm in positive territory. Both
categories saw close to 30% of assets gain ground in Q3
specifically, which was an improvement on Q2, particularly
for Sports Cards, which only saw 9% of assets advance that
quarter.
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A final note: there is no correlation between 3Q or 2022
performance and market cap, meaning there has been no
clear statistical evidence recently that a high valuation alone
leads to blue-chip status and therefore greater return or
downside protection in fractional.



Sports Cards

1.2018 Bowman Ohtani Orange (Pitching)
Rally
2. 2018 Bowman Ohtani Orange (Batting)
Rally
3. 2018 Flawless Green Trae Young
Collectable
4. 2009 Topps Harden Refractor
Rally
5. 1952 Topps Mantle (SGC 7)
Rally

1.1952 Topps Mantle (SGC 7)
Rally
2. 1967 Topps Mickey Mantle
Collectable
3. 1969 Topps Mickey Mantle
Collectable
4. 1960 Hemmets Muhammad Ali
Rally
5. 1956 Topps Willie Mays
Collectable

Sports Memorabilia

FRACTIONAL IN
FOCUS
TOP 5 Q3 PERFORMERS TOP 5 Q3 PERFORMERS

TOP 5 Q3 PERFORMERS
Vintage Cards

83%

53%

50%

49%

39%

250%

143%

108%

89%

83%

1.Muhammad Ali WBC Title Belt
Collectable
2. Lou Gehrig Rookie Card Image
Collectable
3. 1985 Julius Erving Jersey
Rally
4. 1985 Air Jordan 1 "TYPS" Sneakers
Public
5. 1984 Jordan Signing Day Jersey
Rally

216%

124%

63%

57%

53%

Fractional Frontrunners
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Photo credit (clockwise from top left): Rally, Collectable, Rally



FRACTIONAL IN
FOCUS

TOP 5 PERFORMERS TOP 5 PERFORMERS
Baseball

TOP 5 PERFORMERS
Basketball

1. 2018 Flawless Green Trae Young
Collectable
2. 2009 Topps Harden Refractor
Rally
3. 2003 Exquisite Quad Patch Jordan
Rally
4. 1985 Julius Erving Jersey
Rally
5. 2003 Topps LeBron Black Refractor
Rally

108%

1. Mahomes Prizm Bronze Stars Basket
Collectable
2. 2018 National Treasures Josh Allen
Rally
3. 2000 SP Authentic Brady
Otis
4. 2017 NT Mahomes Laundry Tag
Collectable
5. Topps Jerry Rice Rookie
Rally

71%

63%

15%

8%

5%

Football

Fractional Frontrunners
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Photo credit (clockwise from top left): Rally, Collectable, Collectable

1.2018 Bowman Ohtani Orange (Pitching)
Rally
2. 2018 Bowman Ohtani Orange (Batting)
Rally
3. Lou Gehrig Rookie Card Image
Collectable
4. 1967 Topps Mickey Mantle
Collectable
5. 1969 Topps Mickey Mantle
Collectable

250%

143%

124%

53%

50%

89%

67%

63%

62%



FRACTIONAL
IN FOCUS

Despite the fragility and weakness in fractional markets, only
4 buyout offers were tabled to shareholders in sports
categories this quarter, with just one accepted - for the Joe
Montana rookie card on Otis. A $3 million offer for the Wilt
Chamberlain rookie uniform on Collectable surely made
some waves, but was soundly rejected by 92% of voted
shares.

Many of the assets from Otis that will not make the transition
to a new home on Public were sold this quarter. The timing
was unfortunately quite challenging. A recent filing details
the sale amounts for assets sold through 8/20. While we
don't yet know the final distribution amounts, on average, the
14 sports sales disclosed to date came at a level 51% below
the IPO amount and 39% below the last trade. These results
of course highlight the perils of ill-timed, forced liquidation.

Buyout Activity

4 Buyout Offers Tabled
1 Buyout Offer Accepted
$72k in Gross Proceeds
140% Return Since IPO

BUYOUTS: BY
THE NUMBERS
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CORPORATE
DEVELOPMENTS

PWCC announced that it established a $175 million asset-
based credit facility with WhiteHawk Capital Partners. The
proceeds will provide further liquidity for card-backed loan
and cash advance solutions.
Sports card collecting platform, Arena Club, officially
launched, with Derek Jeter as a founding partner. The
platform plans to offer vaulting, grading, and trading,
supported by a digital Showroom for collections. 
Athletic Club Momento, a platform enabling collectors to
bid on match-worn memorabilia as the match unfolds,
launched with partnerships with AC Milan, Atletico Madrid,
Sevilla, and Benfica. Having raised $20 million, the
company intends to expand partnerships both with clubs
and with players for the "Collections" feature of the app.
Myna Swap announced a $6 million seed round. The
platform will allow collectors to vault and insure physical
items, including sports collectibles, with digital tokens
representing them minted for trading.
The Card Shop Live app launched, featuring live-streaming
card shopping and original content. The company secured
$1.5 million in funding, led by SGC, in the spring.

The consistent undercurrent to the rampant volatility and
change in the sports collectibles market over the last few years
has been the steady innovation, fundraising, and startup and
acquisition activity preparing to serve the current and next
generation of collectors. Legacy players and upstarts alike are
making moves seemingly every week, and the activity is so
bustling that you'd be forgiven for missing many of the
quarter's key developments. 

Let's recap the action.

Company Launches & Fundraising Announcements: 
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CORPORATE
DEVELOPMENTS

Beckett announced the acquisition of Due Dilly, a company
using computer vision to provide instant quality
assessments and real-time pricing for collectibles.
Beckett also announced the acquisition of NoXX, which
was billed as an all-in-one platform for card collectors,
replete with data and connectivity.
eBay acquired TCGPlayer for $295 million, bringing the
marketplace and a suite of seller tools in-house, though the
company will operate autonomously. TCGPlayer was
primarily focused on trading card games until a launch in
sports this spring.

Christie's announced the launch of Department X, which
will focus on rare collectibles across music, fashion, art,
and sports history. Though sneakers and streetwear are
points of emphasis, we expect to see further offerings of
sports collectibles.
Investment platform Public launched its Alts offering,
completing the integration of Otis and its remaining assets
PWCC and Beckett announced a partnership that will see
raw cards submitted to PWCC arrive graded on the auction
block within 10 business days.
Beckett announced the launch of Beckett Vault, as well as
a partnership with Palantir. The former comes against the
backdrop of an increasingly competitive vaulting
landscape, with the aim of low-friction transacting. The
latter focuses on modern backend management of the
company's extensive and untapped data. 
Sorare and the NBA and NBAPA struck a deal to bring
NFT-based fantasy sports to NBA fans. 

Acquisitions: 

Partnership and Product Launches:
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DIGITAL
DYNAMICS

Digital sports collectibles continue to see mixed reception, as
pure collectibles remain exceedingly challenged, and fantasy
sports-based NFTs gain greater traction. In the former
category, NBA TopShot saw year-over-year volume drop 75%
in Q3, with a 50% decline quarter-over-quarter. From June to
September, unique buyers effectively halved, and while total
market cap was actually up 4% on the quarter, this is more
the result of minting activity than rising values. 
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The newer sibling, NFL All Day, saw an 11% increase in
market cap, but unique users were effectively flat, which is
not particularly encouraging given that the NFL season began
in Q3. Odell Beckham Jr. notched the highest value sale on
the platform to date when he bought one of ten copies of his
one-handed catch moment for $50,000 in September.
Another one of the ten copies sold the same day for $15,000,
so if it even needs to be said: do take that result with a grain
of salt.

Source: CryptoSlam



DIGITAL
DYNAMICS

Fantasy soccer game Sorare continues to see increasing
volume and unique users. And actually, we should amend
that description to note that Sorare MLB launched in July,
with Sorare NBA on the way. Unique buyers rose from just
under 27k in June to just under 38k in September, up 42%.
Volume in ETH terms was up 73% over a seasonally weak
second quarter and 309% over 3Q21. Notably, growth in five-
figure sales (in USD) was a slower 33% quarter-over-quarter,
indicating that while overall platform use is growing, high-end
spending is not keeping up quite as quickly. 
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Source: CryptoSlam
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DIGITAL
DYNAMICS

The top sale in 3Q was just under $43k, paid for Lionel
Messi’s Super Rare card, about half the amount paid for a
card from that series a year ago. While large sums are
routinely paid for Super Rare and Unique cards, there does
seem to be a limit to the sums expended, and at the highest
level, there is softening. That said, Erling Haaland’s Unique
card hasn’t sold in eight months, when it sold for about
$679k. The current owner appears willing to sell at
approximately that level.

The platform’s popularity, as well as the continued popularity
of fantasy sports and sports gambling, make Sorare NBA an
intriguing prospect, particularly given the increasingly global
nature of that fanbase. To the extent its successful, it would
pose short-term competition for wallet share against
TopShot, though longer-term, success on either front may lift
both boats.
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POPULATION
GROWTH

For the first time in company history, PSA graded more than 1
million items in a single month. The company’s previous high
had been established earlier this year when they recorded
987,000 items in March. In July, PSA graded more than 1
million items including individual cards, packs, and tickets.
Productivity dipped to around 895,000 graded items in
August, still good for the company's third-highest tally ever.
The slight slowdown in August acted as a launch pad for
what would be an unmatched September. In the thirty-day
period, PSA graded nearly 1.1 million items which
represented a year-over-year increase of more than 22%. The
week of September 12th was particularly strong, as PSA
registered a record 343,380 graded items. The week totaled
34% higher than any previous seven-day stretch and bested
the previous top week of 256,910 which was recorded in July.
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POPULATION
GROWTH
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After a slowdown in Q2, baseball emerged as the most
popular sport graded by PSA with nearly 800,000 items
recorded during the quarter. Basketball closed in second with
just over 650,000 items graded, and football experienced the
largest growth over Q2. In total, the number of football items
graded surpassed 62,000, which represented a 100%
increase versus the previous two three-month periods.
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